
February 01, 2015
Monday,	  February	  3
DJ:	  1)  Write a point of view statement introducing Doc 10 from E 
& J Feudalism DBQ.

HW:	  1)	  Chapter	  16	  Study	  Guide	  &	  Quiz	  T	  2/3

2)	  Renaissance	  Docs	  T	  2/4

Ann.:	  1)	  None

Today:	  

1)	  Analyze	  Feudalism	  DBQ

2)	  Intro.	  Renaissance	  w/	  humanism	  &	  Ch.	  16

DBQ Analysis Activity:
Your Jobs are to :

a) Analyze what they give you.  Understand, show relationships (cluster), and use the (docs).
b) Figure out the Big Ideas(s).  Why???
c) What is similar/different?  Why???
d) What is missing? Then fill in the gap.
e) Present and Prove your thesis.
f)  Identify POV.

1) What's the Big Idea?:  FEUDALISM  E. & J. movement between centralized and decentralized power 
systems depending on whether we are early or late in the timeframe.  (economically, politically, socially)

Europe:

Japan:

2) Show relationships (cluster documents).  In docs 1 & 2 both Japan and Europe has similar vassal 
relationships with an exchange of loyalty to serve for material support with a hierarchy of power and 
prestige.  .  . and in docs 4 & 10 the legal aspect of European feudalism is contrasted with the greater 
emphasis on honor in Japanese feudalism.

3) Understand Doc.  Ex. doc 10--Magna Carta

3) Understand Doc.  Ex. doc 10--Magna Carta

4) Doc 8, Way of the Samurai, discusses how important the code of conduct known as bushido was and 
Shintoism and Confucian influences are evident.  A copy of the Ten Commandments of Chivalry would indicate 
a similar commitment to moral behavior rooted in beliefs, with Roman Catholicism determining sanctioned 
conduct for European knights.

5) Why similarities/differences???  Both E. & J. experienced feudalism because they responded to a power 
vacuum with conflicting powerful lords attempting to eliminate competition.  Feudalism ended in E. because 
new technological innovations made knights obsolete as nation states emerged as seen in the 100 Years War 
between England and France in doc 9.  In Japan feudalism ended when shoguns were able to control the 
daimyo and their samurai with the emperor delegated to a figurehead role.  


